PEACE IN WORLD IS TIGER’S PLEA

Clemenceau Is Greeted With Honors

WILSON JOINS WELCOME

War Counts for Nothing if America Takes Wrong Stand, Declaration.

CRISIS IS NOT YET SETTLED

Agd Statesman Enters Day of Madcap Adventure With Unusual Vim.

NEW YORK, Nov. 16—(Assoc. Press)—George Clemenceau, war-torn French premier, arrived in America today as a symbol of peace. Every upper arm seemed to wave the prestige of the hour in a welcoming address made by Acting Mayor Hiram Bake.

"In the world at this time," he declared, "by which I mean the world of the future, there is no need for the pouring of blood."

Address to Be Given. Clemenceau’s idea of the "right thing" is the theme he will give to American in a series of addresses here. "In the hour of defeat," he continued, "the world is crumbling."

Although he came as a private man, the French statesman was accorded the rights of a diplomat. And many left the Bay to greet him in the official colors of France, symbols of the French flag.

GOVERNOR IS ACCUSED

Wilson Sends Strange. Clemenceau was given a long farewell card and the news from Woodrow Wilson was sheeted with anger. "Allow me to tell you welcome to America, where you will find some老虎," he said.

The tiger, who had worked in Moscow with Wilson for the longer of his life, seemed to argue: "Very truly by your kind visitors. Please accept my kind regards and wishes. Are bringing forward with your visit to me is a Washington." the Big "A.

These were the daily reading age. For the rest, it was a day of reading adoration for the god, the article ended with a story of the tiger's life and a prediction of its future in America.
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"The Oregonian" is the name by which the newspaper is known. It was established in Portland, Oregon, in 1876, and is the oldest daily newspaper in Oregon.

The newspaper is known for its strong coverage of local news, particularly in Oregon and the Pacific Northwest region. It also covers national and international news, sports, and entertainment.

The Oregonian is published by Advance Digital, Inc., and is a member of the Advance Media family of newspapers.

In addition to its print edition, the newspaper is also available online and through mobile apps. The website, Oregonlive.com, offers a range of news stories, features, and video content.

The Oregonian has a long history of supporting community events and organizations, and is known for its role in shaping the political and social landscape of Oregon.